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 February 16, 2024 

International Cybersecurity and Data Privacy Review and 
Outlook – 2024 

For the sixth consecutive year, and following the publication of Gibson Dunn’s annual U.S. 
Cybersecurity and Data Privacy Outlook and Review in 2024, we offer this separate 
International Outlook and Review. 

As every year, this Outlook and Review provides an overview of past and upcoming 
developments related to global privacy and cybersecurity laws. 

In 2023, data protection laws continued to be adopted across numerous international 
jurisdictions. Switzerland, the United Kingdom, India, Vietnam and Saudi Arabia, among others, 
passed new laws, amendments or implementing regulations paving the way for a new round of 
significant data privacy regimes. It is expected that authorities will make full use of their powers 
in order to apply and enforce their respective data protection legislation in the near future. 

In the European Union (“EU”), EU supervisory authorities continued to apply and enforce the 
General Data Protection Regulation (“GDPR”) vigorously while the European Data Protection 
Board (“EDPB”) issued and updated various guidelines providing useful interpretation of the 
GDPR. 

Finally, we noted a significant number of developments in the European digital regulatory 
landscape. 

We cover these topics and many more in this year’s International Cybersecurity and Data 
Privacy Outlook and Review. 

I.  European Union 

A.  EU-U.S. Data Privacy Framework 

As we indicated in the 2023 International Outlook and Review, the EU-U.S. Privacy Shield was 
struck down on 16 July 2020, by the Schrems II ruling of the Court of Justice of the European 
Union (“CJEU”).[1] In order to replace the Privacy Shield and to safeguard cross-border data 
flows, the European Commission had launched the process to adopt an adequacy decision for 
the transfer of personal data between the EU and the U.S. (the “EU-U.S. Data Privacy 
Framework”). On 10 July 2023, the European Commission adopted its adequacy decision for 
the EU-U.S. Data Privacy Framework. This decision concludes that the United States ensures 
an adequate level of protection – comparable to that of the EU – for personal data transferred 
from the EU to U.S. companies under the new framework. The EU-U.S. Data Privacy 
Framework introduces new binding safeguards to address all the concerns raised by the CJEU, 
including limiting access to EU data by U.S. intelligence services to what is necessary and 
proportionate, and establishing a Data Protection Review Court (“DPRC”), to which EU 
individuals will have access. 

https://www.gibsondunn.com/international-cybersecurity-and-data-privacy-outlook-and-review-2023/
https://ec.europa.eu/commission/presscorner/detail/en/ip_22_7631
https://commission.europa.eu/document/fa09cbad-dd7d-4684-ae60-be03fcb0fddf_en
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U.S. companies are able to join the EU-U.S. Data Privacy Framework by committing to comply 
with a detailed set of privacy obligations. 

B.  Network Information Security Directive 

The Directive (EU) on measures for a high common level of cybersecurity across the Union 
2022/2555[2] (“NIS 2 Directive”) entered into force on 16 January 2023 and replaced the 
Directive (EU) 2016/1148 concerning measures for a high common level of security of network 
and information systems across the Union (“Network Information Security” or “NIS”). 

The NIS 2 Directive sets the baseline for cybersecurity risk management measures, and 
reporting obligations across all sectors that are covered by the Directive, such as energy, 
transport, health and digital infrastructure (e.g., cloud computing service providers, data center 
service providers, providers of public electronic communications networks or services) and 
digital providers (e.g., providers of online marketplaces, providers of social networking services 
platforms). 

In addition, the NIS 2 Directive sets the baseline for reporting obligations. In particular, if an 
incident has a significant impact on the provision of services covered by the Directive, an 
authority must be notified without undue delay. 

The Member States will have to adopt and publish the measures necessary to comply with the 
NIS 2 Directive by 17 October 2024.[3] 

C.  Data Governance Act 

The Regulation (EU) 2022/868 on European data governance of 30 May 2022 (“Data 
Governance Act”)[4], entered into force on 24 September 2023. The Regulation seeks to 
increase trust in data sharing, strengthen mechanisms to increase data availability and 
overcome technical obstacles to the reuse of data, notably with public actors. In particular, the 
Data Governance Act allows new data intermediaries to act as trustworthy actors in the data 
economy and lays down rules to enable data altruism. 

D.  The Digital Operational Resilience Act 

The Regulation (EU) 2022/2554 of 14 December 2022 on  digital operational resilience for the 
financial sector, (“Digital Operational Resilience Act” or “DORA”),[5] which focuses on 
preventing and mitigating cyber threats, entered into force on 16 January 2023 and will apply 
from 17 January 2025 to financial entities (including credit and payment institutions, electronic 
money institutions, crypto-asset service providers), as well as information and communication 
technology (“ICT”) third-party service providers. 

In particular, financial entities’ management body will be responsible to define, approve and 
oversee the management of ICT risks. Financial entities will also have requirements on 
reporting major ICT-related incidents to the competent authorities. In addition, DORA contains 
requirements in relation to the contractual arrangements concluded between ICT third-party 
service providers and financial entities. 
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E.  Data Act 

On 22 December 2023, the Regulation (EU) 2023/2854 on harmonised rules on fair access to 
and use of data[6] was published in the Official Journal of the European Union. Most of the 
provisions of the Data Act will be applicable on 12 September 2025 but some will be applicable 
from 12 September 2026 and 12 September 2027. 

Among the key measures of the Data Act, the Regulation imposes obligations on manufacturers 
and service providers to let their users (companies or individuals) access and reuse the 
data generated by the use of their products or related services. In addition, the Data Act aims at 
easing the sharing of user data to third parties and the switching between providers (portability). 
Finally, the Regulation prohibits unfair contractual terms in data sharing. 

F.   Cyber Resilience Act 

The proposal for a Regulation on cybersecurity requirements for products with digital elements 
of 15 September 2022 (“Cyber Resilience Act” Proposal) aims at protecting both consumers 
and businesses from products with inadequate security features and thereby ensure a better 
level of cybersecurity. 

In particular, the Proposal introduces mandatory cybersecurity requirements and obligations for 
manufacturers as well as importers and distributors of products with digital elements within the 
EU. Any vulnerability contained in the product or any incident impacting its security will have to 
be reported by the manufacturer to the EU Agency for Cybersecurity (“ENISA”). The “critical 
products” (e.g., operating systems, firewalls or network interfaces) would be subject to a specific 
compliance procedure. 

This Proposal, if adopted, will be directly applicable in all Member States. Sanctions for violation 
will depend on the concerned breach (up to €15 million or 2.5% of the company’s total 
worldwide annual turnover of the preceding financial year, whichever is higher). 

On 30 November 2023, the Council and the European Parliament reached a provisional 
agreement on the proposed Regulation. The agreement reached is now subject to formal 
approval by both the European Parliament and the Council. Once adopted, companies will have 
two years to adapt to the new requirements. 

G. EDPB Guidance 

The EDPB updated its existing guidelines on various topics, including: 

i.         Guidelines 04/2022 on the calculation of administrative fines under the GDPR,[7] 
which aim to provide a clear and transparent basis for the supervisory authorities’ setting of 
fines. 

ii.         Guidelines 03/2021 on the application of Article 65(1)(a) GDPR,[8] which aim to 
clarify the applicable legal framework and main stages of the procedure, in accordance with the 
relevant provisions of the Charter of Fundamental Rights of the European Union, the GDPR and 
EDPB Rules of Procedure. 
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iii.         Guidelines 05/2022 on the use of facial recognition technology in the area of law 
enforcement,[9] which aim to inform about certain properties of facial recognition technology 
and the applicable legal framework in the context of law enforcement (in particular the Law 
Enforcement Directive). 

iv.         Guidelines 8/2022 on identifying a controller or processor’s lead supervisory 
authority,[10] which aim to update the previous version of these guidelines since there was a 
need for further clarifications, specifically regarding the notion of main establishment in the 
context of joint controllership and taking into account the EDPB Guidelines 07/2020 on the 
concepts of controller and processor in the GDPR. 

v.         Guidelines 01/2022 on data subject rights – Right of access,[11] which aim to 
provide guidance on how the right of access has to be implemented in practice. 

vi.         Guidelines 9/2022 on personal data breach notification under the GDPR,[12] which 
aim to update the previous version of these guidelines since there was a need to clarify the 
notification requirements concerning personal data breaches in non-EU establishments. 

vii.         Guidelines 07/2022 on certification as a tool for transfer,[13] which aim to provide 
guidance as to the application of Article 46 (2) (f) of the GDPR on transfers of personal data to 
third countries or to international organisations on the basis of certification. 

viii.         Guidelines 05/2021 on the interplay between the application of Article 3 and the 
provisions on international transfers as per Chapter V of the GDPR,[14] which aim to clarify 
the scenarios for which the EDPB considers that the requirements of Chapter V should be 
applied. To that end, the EDPB has identified three cumulative criteria to qualify a processing 
operation as a transfer. 

ix.         Guidelines 03/2022 on deceptive design patterns in social media platform 
interfaces: how to recognise and avoid them,[15] which aim to offer practical 
recommendations to social media providers as controllers of social media, designers and users 
of social media platforms on how to assess and avoid so-called “deceptive design patterns” in 
social media interfaces that infringe on GDPR requirements. 

The EDPB also issued guidelines for public consultation, including: 

i.         Guidelines 2/2023 on Technical scope of Article 5(3) of ePrivacy Directive[16] which 
aim at conducting a technical analysis on the scope of application of Article 5(3) ePrivacy 
Directive, namely to clarify what is covered by the phrase ‘to store information or to gain access 
to information stored in the terminal equipment of a subscriber or user’. 

ii.         Guidelines 01/2023 on Article 37 Law Enforcement Directive[17], which aim at 
providing guidance as to the application of Article 37 of the Law Enforcement Directive on 
transfers of personal data by competent authorities of EU Member States to third country 
authorities or international organisations competent in the field of law enforcement. 

II.  Enforcement by Supervisory Authorities 
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In 2023, the GDPR and the Directive 2002/58/EC of the European Parliament and of the 
Council of 12 July 2002 concerning the processing of personal data and the protection of 
privacy in the electronic communications sector (“e-Privacy Directive”)[18] continued to be 
applied and enforced by Member States’ supervisory authorities which imposed substantial 
fines. We have gathered below a list of important fines published in 2023: 

• On 15 June 2023, the French Supervisory Authority imposed a €40 million fine on a 
global adtech giant for a multitude of GDPR violations related to its targeted advertising 
practices.[19] The company specializes in “behavioural retargeting”, which consists of 
tracking the navigation of Internet users in order to display personalized advertisements. 
In particular, the Authority considered that the advertising company had failed to 
demonstrate that the data subjects gave their consent. 

• On 28 September 2023, the Italian Supervisory Authority imposed a fine of €10 million 
on an electricity and gas supplier, for the activation of unsolicited contracts in the free 
market through the processing of inaccurate and out-of-date customer data.[20] The 
Authority also ordered corrective actions, such as implementing a contract accuracy 
verification system, alert systems to identify improper data acquisition, and enhancing 
audit procedures against sales agencies. 

• On 13 April 2023, the Italian Supervisory Authority fined a telecommunications giant €7.6 
million for unlawful processing of millions of individuals’ data for marketing purposes 
(namely calls without any consent or in spite of the called individuals being on a public 
opt-out register).[21] 

• On 5 October 2023, the Croatian Supervisory Authority fined a debt collection company 
€5.47 million for lack of appropriate technical measures to protect personal data, lack of 
legal basis and failure to inform data subjects about the processing of their health data 
and telephone records.[22] 

• The French Supervisory Authority published a decision issued on 17 April 2023, 
imposing a €5,2 million fine on a facial recognition company, for failing to comply with 
the injunction issued in its October 2022 sanction decision. Back in October 2022, the 
Authority had fined the company €20 million and enjoined the company to refrain from 
collecting and processing the data of individuals in France without a legal basis, and to 
delete the data of these individuals after responding to requests for access. The 
injunction was accompanied by a penalty of 100,000 euros per day of delay at the end of 
the two-month period. The Authority considered that the company had not complied with 
the order and imposed an overdue penalty payment[23]. 

• On 12 June 2023, the Swedish Supervisory Authority imposed a SEK58 million fine 
(approx. €4,9 million) fine on a company providing an audio streaming service for 
shortcomings regarding the right of access.[24] The Authority considered that the 
company does not provide information about how it uses the personal data upon a 
request of access of individuals and specifies that this information must be easy to 
understand. In addition, personal data that is difficult to understand, such as those of a 
technical nature, may need to be explained not only in English but in the individual’s own 
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native language. The Authority has further found that the company had failed in its 
handling of requests for access related to two out of three of the complaints examined. 

• On 28 August 2023, the Swedish Supervisory Authority fined an insurer SEK35 million 
(approx. €3 million) for exposing on its online portal sensitive data belonging to hundreds 
of thousands of customers.[25] 

• On 28 July 2023, the Spanish Data Supervisory Authority issued a €2,5 million fine on a 
banking institution for not complying with the data protection by design and by default 
requirements and for not implementing appropriate security measures to address 
potential risks.[26] 

• On 4 May 2023, the Croatian Supervisory Authority imposed a €2.26 million fine on a 
debt collection agency. The investigation revealed three violations of the GDPR, namely 
failure to inform data subjects about data processing activities, failure to have a data 
processing agreement with a processor and failure to implement appropriate technical 
and organisational measures.[27] 

• On 27 November 2023, the Norwegian Supervisory Authority announced a NOK20 
million (approx. €1.7 million) fine issued to the Norwegian public welfare agency 
because the safeguarding of confidentiality in the IT systems of the agency was 
unsatisfactory.[28] 

• On 27 June 2023, the Swedish Supervisory Authority fined a mass media company 
SEK13 million (approx. €1 million) for profiling customers and website visitors without 
consent (unlawfully trying to rely on legitimate interest).[29] 

• On 22 June 2023, the Italian Supervisory Authority announced that a  company in the 
motorway business was fined €1 million for violating the GDPR. In this ruling, the 
Authority considered that the company violated the principles of accuracy and 
transparency, given the failure to provide adequate information in relation to the 
processing, as well as the misclassification of the GDPR status.[30] 

 III.  Developments in Other European Jurisdictions: UK, Switzerland and Turkey 

A.  UK 

1.  Online Safety Act 

The Online Safety Bill received Royal Assent on 26 October 2023, becoming the Online Safety 
Act 2023. The Act introduces new obligations on the design, operation and moderation of 
platforms. The UK Office of Communications (“Ofcom”) will enforce the Act’s requirements on 
platforms and will release its plan to implement online safety laws into practice in the following 
three phases[31]: (i) illegal content; (ii) child safety, pornography, and protecting women and 
girls; and (iii) additional duties for categorised services. On 9 November 2023, Ofcom released 
its first guidance and draft code of practice under the Act that covers illegal content such as 
terrorism and child abuse material. Ofcom is currently “consulting on these detailed documents, 
hearing from industry and a range of experts as [Ofcom] develop[s] long-term, final versions that 
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[Ofcom] intend[s] to publish in autumn [2024]”[32]. Responses to the consultation can be 
submitted until 23 February 2024.[33] 

2.  Data Protection and Digital Information Bill No.2 

The Data Protection and Digital Information Bill was first introduced in July 2022 and paused in 
September 2022 so that ministers could engage in a co-design process with business leaders 
and data experts.[34] The Data Protection and Digital Information (No. 2) Bill[35] (the “DPDI 
Bill”) was introduced on 8 March 2023 and aims to introduce a business-friendly framework[36], 
cut down paperwork for businesses and reduce unnecessary cookie pop-ups. The Information 
Commissioner’s Office (the “ICO”) responded to the DPDI Bill in May 2023, setting out general 
comments (such as welcoming the UK Government’s decisions that maintain the ICO’s high 
standards for the protection of individuals’ rights and freedoms), as well as targeted comments 
on specific clauses of the DPDI Bill.[37] The DPDI Bill is currently at the Committee stage in the 
House of Lords. 

3.  UK-U.S. Data Bridge 

On September 21, 2023 the UK Secretary of State for Science, Innovation and Technology laid 
regulations in the UK Parliament to give effect to the decision to establish a UK-U.S. Data 
Bridge. The decision was based on her determination that the UK-U.S. Data Bridge “maintains 
high standards of privacy for UK personal data”[38]. The UK-U.S. Data Bridge came into effect 
on 12 October 2023 and permits organizations in the UK to transfer personal data to U.S. 
organizations certified to the “UK Extension to the EU-U.S. Data Privacy Framework” without 
the need for further safeguards, such as international data transfer agreements (the UK version 
of the EU’s standard contractual clauses). There are requirements for both UK and U.S. 
organizations in order to implement the Data Bridge, such as updating privacy policies and 
certifying to the Data Privacy Framework List[39]. 

4.  AI and Data Protection 

On 15 March 2023, the ICO announced that it had updated its guidance on artificial intelligence 
(“AI”) and data protection.[40] The ICO provides detailed guidance on how to apply the 
principles of the UK GDPR. The ICO indicates that the changes respond to requests from UK 
industry to clarify requirements for fairness in AI, and provides updated guidance in the areas of 
accountability and governance, transparency, lawfulness, accuracy, and fairness. The ICO also 
provides a toolkit regarding AI and data protection (that is designed to provide practical support 
to reduce risks to individuals’ rights and freedoms caused by an organisation’s own AI 
systems)[41] and a data analytics toolkit (to assist organisations to recognise the rights and 
freedoms of individuals created by the use of data analytics)[42]. 

5.  Data Scraping 

On 24 August 2023, the ICO released a joint statement on data scraping and the protection of 
privacy with data protection and privacy authorities from Australia, Canada, Hong Kong, 
Switzerland, Norway, New Zealand, Columbia, Jersey, Morocco, Argentina and Mexico.[43] The 
statement calls for the protection of people’s personal data from unlawful data scraping taking 
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place on social media sites. It also sets expectations for how social media companies should 
protect individuals’ data from unlawful data scraping. 

6.  Direct Marketing and Regulatory Communications Guidance for Regulated 
Private Companies 

In March 2023, the ICO issued guidance to businesses operating in regulated private sectors 
(i.e., “sectors where a statutory regulator has oversight”[44] such as the finance, pension, 
communications and energy sectors) on direct marketing and regulatory communications. The 
guidance aims to help businesses identify when a regulatory communication message might 
count as direct marketing. It also covers what businesses need to do to comply with data 
protection and ePrivacy law in sending messages that qualify as direct marketing. 

B.  Switzerland 

On 1 September 2023, the Federal Act on Data Protection 2020 (“FADP”)[45] and the 
Ordinance on the Federal Act on Data Protection (“FODP”)[46] entered into force. Following this 
new regulation, the Federal Data Protection and Information Commissioner (“FDPIC”) 
introduced a “DataBreach Portal” designed for reporting security vulnerabilities, an online 
registration system for the contact details of DPOs and a portal for Federal bodies to report their 
data processing activities to the FDPIC.[47] 

On 4 April 2023, the FDPIC issued a statement on the use of ChatGPT and comparable artificial 
intelligence supported apps. In particular, the FDPIC recognised the opportunities of using AI-
supported applications such as ChatGPT for society and the economy. However, it emphasises 
that the processing of personal data using these new technologies also entails risks for privacy 
and informational self-determination.[48] 

In Switzerland, the Federal Administration is evaluating various approaches to regulating AI by 
the end of 2024. 

Finally, the Swiss-U.S. Data Privacy Framework (“Swiss-U.S. DPF”) was adopted in July 2023 
so that participating US organisations will be deemed to provide adequate privacy protection as 
required for receiving personal data from Switzerland under the FADP. However; to date, 
personal data from Switzerland cannot be transferred to U.S. organisations in reliance on the 
Swiss-U.S. DPF until the Swiss Federal Administration issues an adequacy decision 
recognizing that the Swiss-U.S. DPF ensures data protection consistent with Swiss law. 

C.  Turkey 

On 13 October 2023, the Personal Data Protection Authority (“KVKK”) published guidelines on 
considerations in the processing of genetic data. In particular, the KVKK provides guidance for 
controllers to process personal data based on correct legal basis and to fulfil their obligations in 
accordance with the regulation.[49] 

On 26 October 2023, the KVKK announced that it signed a cooperation and information sharing 
protocol with the Competition Authority. In particular, the KVKK considered that the increasing 
processing of personal data through big data technologies may raise significant concerns in 
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terms of competition and the protection of personal data, making cooperation between the 
relevant authorities inevitable.[50] 

IV.  Developments in Asia-Pacific 

A.  Australia 

As explained in previous editions of the International Outlook and Review, the Australian 
Government commenced a wholesale review of the Privacy Act 1988 (“Privacy Act”) in 2020, 
with a view to implementing significant reforms to the country’s privacy regime. After nearly 
three years and multiple rounds of consultation, the Attorney-General released the final report 
on 16 February 2023 (“Privacy Act Review Report”).[51] The Government subsequently 
considered the Privacy Act Review Report and released its proposed response on 28 
September 2023.[52] 

The Privacy Act Review Report puts forward 116 proposals, aimed at clarifying the scope of the 
Privacy Act, uplifting protections for individuals, providing clarity for regulated entities and 
enhancing enforcement mechanisms. In its response, the Government agreed to 38 of those 
proposals, agreed in-principle to a further 68 and noted the remaining 10. Where the 
Government “agreed in-principle” with a proposal, it has indicated that its agreement is subject 
to further engagement with industry and a comprehensive impact analysis to strike a balance 
between the protection of individual privacy and the resulting cost to businesses. What this 
means in practice remains to be seen. 

Key reforms that the Government has agreed or agreed in-principle to include: 

• expanding the definition of personal information to include inferred or generated 
information, and clarifying that de-identification is a process rather than an outcome; 

• introducing a new definition of sensitive information that includes genomic information, 
and requiring explicit consent for its collection, use and disclosure; 

• strengthening the consent requirements by making consent clear, specific, informed, 
unambiguous, freely given and easy to withdraw; 

• creating new rights for individuals, such as the right to access and correct their personal 
information, the right to delete their personal information, the right to data portability and 
the right to object to certain processing activities; 

• enhancing the obligations for entities, such as requiring them to conduct privacy impact 
assessments for high-risk practices, to implement privacy by design and default 
principles and to adopt data minimisation and retention policies; 

• increasing the enforcement and oversight powers of the regulator, including by enabling 
it to issue infringement notices, civil penalties, enforceable undertakings, injunctions and 
compensation orders; and 
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• establishing a mechanism to recognise countries and certification schemes that provide 
adequate or comparable protection to personal information transferred from Australia, 
and developing standard contractual clauses for cross-border data flows. 

The Attorney-General will lead the next stage of reform required to implement the proposals in 
the Privacy Act Review Report, including the following: 

• developing legislative proposals which are ‘agreed’ and conducting further targeted 
consultation with entities on proposals which are ‘agreed in-principle’ to explore whether 
and how they could be implemented so as to proportionately balance privacy safeguards 
with the corresponding regulatory burdens; 

• developing a detailed impact analysis, to determine potential compliance costs for 
industry and other potential economic costs or benefits of the revised regime (including 
for consumers); and 

• progressing further advice to Government in 2024, including outcomes of additional 
consultation and legislative proposals. 

The Government has indicated that it will consider appropriate transition periods as part of the 
development of legislation as well as appropriate guidance and other supports which could be 
developed to help entities understand their compliance requirements. Legislative reforms to the 
Privacy Act will also be complimented by other reforms that are being progressed by the 
Government, including the Digital ID, the National Strategy for Identity Resilience and 
Supporting Responsible AI in Australia. 

In this context, the Government released the 2023-2030 Australian Cyber Security Strategy and 
Action Plan on 22 November 2023.[53] The Strategy and Action Plan set out a vision for 
Australia to become a world leader in cyber security by 2030. As part of this, the Government 
has proposed key legislative reforms, including: 

• introduction of a no-fault, no-liability ransomware reporting regime for businesses; 

• amendments to the existing data retention requirements in Australia, with a focus on 
non-personal data; 

• amendments to the Security of Critical Infrastructure Act 2018 (Cth) to extend its 
application to data storage systems and business critical data, increase Government 
management, review and remedy powers and impose more onerous cyber obligations 
and reporting requirements on entities operating certain critical infrastructure; 

• introduction of a limited use obligation for cyber incident information provided to the 
Australian Signals Directorate (ASD) and the National Cyber Security Coordinator, 
restricting how such information can be used by other Government entities (including 
regulators); 

• establishment of a Cyber Incident Review Board to conduct no-fault incident reviews and 
share findings with the Australian public; and 
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• introduction of mandatory secure-by-design standards for Internet of Things (IoT) 
devices, a voluntary labelling scheme for consumer-grade smart devices and a voluntary 
code of practice for app stores and app developers. 

The Government has committed $586.9 million to the Strategy. In December 2023, the 
Department of Home Affairs released a Consultation Paper providing further detail with respect 
to certain proposed legislative reforms contemplated in the Action Plan.[54] The Consultation 
Paper is open for public consultation and submissions will close on 1 March 2024. 

B.  China  

China’s Personal Information Protection Law (“PIPL”) continued to take shape in 2023 as the 
Cyberspace Administration of China (“CAC”) issued further implementing regulations and 
guidelines in both draft and final form. Notable regulations and guidelines that were issued 
include the following: 

• Measures on the Standard Contract for the Export of Personal Information – In 
February 2023, the CAC released the final version of the Measures on the Standard 
Contract for the Export of Personal Information[55] along with the Standard Contract for 
the export of personal information.[56] 

o The Measures and Standard Contract supplement Article 38(3) of the PIPL and 
establish requirements for Chinese controllers and foreign recipients in relation to 
the export of personal information from China. While the new requirements came 
into effect on 1 June 2023, controllers had a six-month grace period (which 
expired on 30 November 2023) to ensure compliance. 

o Controllers are only permitted to utilise the Measures where they are not a critical 
information infrastructure operator (“CIIO”) and do not otherwise meet certain 
volume thresholds with respect to their data processing or exports. Prior to 
relying on the Measures, eligible controllers must also undertake the following: 

 confirm that they are eligible to utilise the Standard Contract (i.e., do not 
meet the prescribed thresholds); 

 conduct and complete a personal information protection impact 
assessment (“PIPIA”); 

 negotiate and execute the Standard Contract with the foreign recipient 
based on the template issued by the CAC; and 

 file the completed PIPIA report along with the executed Standard 
Contract with the CAC. 

• Guidelines for the filing of Standard Contracts for Exporting Personal Information 
– In May 2023, the CAC published new Guidelines for the filing of Standard Contracts for 
Exporting Personal Information.[57] These guidelines echo the filing requirements set 
out in the Measures described above and provide an outline of the filing process that 
controllers are required to undertake pursuant to the Measures. 
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• Draft Administrative Measures for Compliance Audit of Personal Information 
Protection – In August 2023, the CAC published the draft Administrative Measures for 
Compliance Audit of Personal Information Protection for public comment.[58] The draft 
Measures set out requirements for compliance audits under Articles 54 and 64 of the 
PIPL, which stipulate that controllers must regularly conduct compliance audits to ensure 
compliance with the PRC’s laws and administrative regulations and otherwise authorise 
responsible authorities to mandate compliance audits. 

• Draft Provisions on Regulating and Promoting Cross-Border Data Transfers – In 
October 2023, the CAC published draft Provisions on Regulating and Promoting Cross-
Border Data Transfers.[59] These Provisions appear to be an attempt by CAC to 
reassure foreign businesses regarding compliance with the onerous data export 
restrictions imposed by those Measures implementing Article 38 of the PIPL. 

o The draft Provisions contemplate the following: 

 introduction of a potential waiver (exercisable by CAC) of the requirement 
to conduct a Security Assessment for controllers that export the personal 
information of more than 100,000 but less than 1 million people; 

 clarification that data will only be regarded as “important data” if it is 
explicitly designated as such by regulators or local authorities; and 

 exemption of specified cross-border data transfers from the transfer 
mechanisms set out in Article 38, including (i) for personal information 
that is not collected or generated within the PRC; (ii) where it is necessary 
for the performance of a contract to which the data subject is a party to; 
(iii) employee data cross-border transfers that are necessary for HR 
management in accordance with legally formulated labour policies or 
collective employment contracts; (iv) cross-border data transfers by 
controllers that expect to transfer the personal information of less than 
10,000 individuals out of the PRC within a year; and (v) cross-border data 
transfers falling outside the negative list to be formulated by Free Trade 
Zones. 

o Public comment on the draft Provisions ended on 15 October 2023, however, the 
CAC has not yet issued a final version of the Provisions. 

• Practical Guidelines on Cross-border Personal Information Protection 
Requirements – In November 2023, China’s National Information Security 
Standardisation Technical Committee (“TC260”) published the draft Practical Guidelines 
on Cross-border Personal Information Protection Requirements in the Guangdong-Hong 
Kong-Macau Greater Bay Area (“Draft GBA Guidelines”).[60] The Draft GBA 
Guidelines propose a certification regime for cross-border data transfers within the GBA 
(i.e., cities in the Guangdong province and Hong Kong). Further details and the 
implications of the Draft GBA Guidelines outside of China are described in the Hong 
Kong summary below. 
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C.  India  

After several years and multiple proposed bills, the Indian Government finally enacted a 
comprehensive data protection law in 2023. The Digital Personal Data Protection Act, 2023 (the 
“DPDP Act”) received royal assent on 11 August 2023 and will come into force in phases (on 
dates to be notified), effecting wholesale changes to the processing and protection of personal 
data in the world’s most populated country.[61] 

The DPDP Act represents a more streamlined and focused approach to data protection 
regulation than prior iterations, departing from the 2022 draft which was criticised as being 
overly prescriptive and compliance-heavy, and for providing undue access to data by state and 
law enforcement agencies. While the DPDP Act sets out a framework for India’s new data 
protection regime, many of the details are pending the release of implementing regulations 
which the Government plans to finalise in due course. 

Key features of the DPDP Act include the following: 

• Extraterritorial application – the DPDP Act will apply to processing conducted outside 
of India if performed in connection with offering goods or services to data subjects in 
India (referred to as “data principals”).[62] Unlike equivalent foreign data protection 
regimes (such as the GDPR and CCPA), the DPDP Act does not also apply 
extraterritorially to processing conducted to monitor the behaviour of data subjects 
located in India. Further, in light of India’s substantial inbound outsourcing industry, the 
provisions of the DPDP Act setting out the obligations of controllers (referred to as “data 
fiduciaries”), rights of data subjects and restrictions on data exports for processing will 
not apply to the processing of foreign individuals’ personal data carried out in India 
pursuant to a contract between a controller and a person located outside of India.[63] 

• Sensitive personal data – the DPDP Act does not contain any supplemental obligations 
with regard to the processing of specific types of data (e.g., what would be considered 
“special category personal data” under the GDPR or “sensitive personal information” 
under the CCPA). Despite this, the DPDP Act requires that controllers obtain consent 
from a parent or lawful guardian when processing the personal data of children (being 
those under the age of 18) or persons with disabilities.[64] 

• Consent to processing – the DPDP Act imposes a notice and consent regime for the 
processing of personal data.[65] Consent must be free, specific, informed, unconditional 
and unambiguous, and should be given through clear affirmative action. When obtaining 
consent, controllers must provide a clear and plainly worded privacy notice to data 
subjects stating (i) the type of personal data being processed; (ii) the purpose of the 
processing; and (iii) how data subjects can exercise certain rights under the DPDP Act, 
including to withdraw their consent and file a complaint with the regulator. Consent is not 
required in certain prescribed circumstances, including when processing is necessary to 
undertake a merger or similar corporate action. 

• Grounds for processing – the DPDP Act provides a limited set of legitimate grounds 
for processing in the absence of consent,[66] including: (i) for fulfilling any obligation 
under law; (ii) in order to respond to a medical emergency; and (iii) where the data 
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subject has voluntarily provided their personal data to the controller and has not 
indicated an objection to the use of their personal data. Notably, the reasonable 
purposes and public interests grounds contained in the 2022 draft were excluded from 
the final version of the DPDP Act. 

• Obligations of controllers – the DPDP Act imposes broad obligations on 
controllers,[67] including to (i) ensure processors’ compliance with the act; (ii) establish a 
mechanism for addressing data subject complaints; (iii) ensure the accuracy and 
completeness of data; and (iv) delete data if the data subject has withdrawn consent or if 
it is reasonable to assume that the purpose for processing is not or no longer being 
served. Controllers designated as “Significant Data Fiduciaries” by the Government (on 
the basis of factors such as the volume or sensitivity of personal data processed) are 
also required to (i) appoint a data protection officer and an independent data auditor; and 
(ii) conduct periodic audits and data protection impact assessments.[68] 

• Cross-border transfers and data localisation – the DPDP Act permits cross-border 
transfers of personal data to any country unless specifically restricted by the Indian 
Government.[69] This departs from the 2022 draft, which contemplated a whitelist for 
this purpose. The DPDP Act also excludes data storage and localisation requirements 
contained in the 2022 draft that were heavily criticised by commentators and industry 
groups. 

• Penalties for non-compliance and enforcement – the DPDP Act imposes penalties 
for non-compliance depending on the type and nature of breach up to a maximum of 250 
crore rupees (~USD 30 million).[70] The newly formed Data Protection Board (“DPB”) is 
responsible for enforcement of the DPDP Act, although its composition and functioning 
remains subject to the Government’s release of implementing legislation. 

• Government blocking powers – the DPDP Act permits the Government to block public 
access to a controller’s platform on the recommendation of the DPB, provided that doing 
so is necessary or expedient in the interests of the public and the controller has had an 
opportunity to respond. 

D.  Indonesia 

As explained in the 2023 International Outlook and Review, 2022 was a landmark year for data 
protection in Indonesia in light of the enactment of Law No.27 of 2022 on Personal Data 
Protection (“PDP Law”). While the reform agenda in 2023 was necessarily more muted, the 
Ministry of Communications and Informatics (“MOCI”) publicly released the draft Government 
Regulation on the Implementation of the Personal Data Protection Law (“Draft Regulation”) on 
31 August 2023.[71] Public consultation on the Draft Regulation closed on 14 September 2023 
and the Government is expected to release a final version prior to the PDP Law coming into 
effect later in October 2024. 

The Draft Regulation further clarifies the provisions of the PDP Law, setting out binding 
obligations for covered entities in order to ensure their compliance. The Draft Regulation is 
extensive (arguably unnecessarily so, comprising 245 articles over 180 pages), however, 
notable provisions include the following: 

https://www.gibsondunn.com/international-cybersecurity-and-data-privacy-outlook-and-review-2023/
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• Scope of personal data – the Draft Regulation provides the MOCI with the discretion to 
designate certain data as “specific personal data” if the processing of such data has the 
potential to have a harmful impact on data subjects, potentially widening the scope of the 
PDP Law in the future. 

• PDP Agency – the Draft Regulation specifies the detailed responsibilities of the PDP 
Agency, which will supervise the implementation of the PDP Law. These responsibilities 
include supervising the compliance of covered entities with the PDP Law and its 
regulations, investigating and tracking alleged violations and imposing administrative 
sanctions against covered entities where violations are found to have occurred. Despite 
its extensive mandate, the Government has yet to formally establish the PDP Agency. 

• Consent to processing – the Draft Regulation clarifies that where processing is 
undertaken on the basis of consent, data subjects must have been provided with a 
privacy notice and given their explicit lawful consent (including the consent of a parent or 
lawful guardian where the processing is in relation to personal data of children or 
persons with disabilities). 

• Grounds for processing – the Draft Regulation provides that controllers intending to 
undertake processing of personal data on the basis of legitimate interest (as provided for 
in the PDP Law) must first conduct a legitimate interest assessment to assess the 
balance between its own interests and the rights of data subjects. Despite this, the Draft 
Regulation does not provide further clarification or examples as to what would constitute 
a “legitimate interest” for the purposes of the PDP Law. 

• Data subject rights – the Draft Regulation further details the rights of data subjects 
contemplated in the PDP Law. The Draft Regulation also provides a short ‘3 x 24’ hour 
timeframe for controllers to respond to requests by data subjects to exercise their rights. 

• Appointment of a data protection officer (DPO) – the Draft Regulation requires 
appointment of a DPO where a controller or processor: (i) processes personal data for 
public service purposes; (ii) engages in core activities that involve regular and large-
scale systematic monitoring of personal data; and (iii) conducts large-scale processing of 
personal data related to specific personal data and/or criminal offenses. Appointment of 
a DPO is otherwise not mandatory. 

• Cross-border transfers – the Draft Regulation specifies that the PDP Agency will issue 
a list of countries deemed to have equal or higher levels of personal data protection than 
those under the PDP Law (thereby permitting offshore data transfers from Indonesia to 
those countries without obtaining consent from data subjects or otherwise requiring the 
recipient of the data to implement adequate and binding personal data protection 
measures). The Draft Regulation also clarifies that controllers may only rely on consent 
as a basis for cross-border transfers in limited circumstances, including that the transfer 
is not recurring, involves a limited number of data subjects and the controller has 
informed the PDP Agency and data subject about the transfer and the legitimate 
interests of making it. 
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• Data Protection Impact Assessments (DPIAs) – the Draft Regulation provides 
detailed guidance on the processing of high-risk personal data, including on the 
requirements for undertaking a DPIA. In particular, the Draft Regulation obligates 
controllers, as part of a DPIA, to systematically describe their personal data processing 
activities, assess the necessity and proportionality of the processing, conduct a risk 
assessment to safeguard the rights of data subjects and document the measures taken 
to protect data subjects from identified risks. 

E.  Hong Kong 

Hong Kong’s Personal Data (Privacy) Ordinance (“PDPO”) has not undergone any substantive 
amendment since changes were introduced in 2021 to combat doxxing acts which intrude on 
personal data privacy. Despite this, it is expected that the Hong Kong Government will – in 
coming years – seek to update the PDPO to bring it in line with more robust international privacy 
regimes such as the PIPL and GDPR. 

On 29 June 2023, China’s CAC and Hong Kong’s Innovation, Technology and Industry Bureau 
(“ITIB”) signed a memorandum of understanding (“MoU”) for data transfers within the Great Bay 
Area (“GBA”, covering cities in the Guangdong province and Hong Kong). The contents of the 
MoU were not made public, however, in a press release, the ITIB indicated that it is intended to 
facilitate data flows between the PRC and Hong Kong and to provide a convenient channel for 
this purpose.[72] 

Subsequent to agreement of the MoU – and as noted in the summary for China above – the 
National Information Security Standardization Technical Committee (“TC260”) published the 
Draft GBA Guidelines, proposing a draft certification regime for cross-border data transfers 
within the GBA.[73] The Draft GBA Guidelines ease certain PIPL requirements for cross-border 
data transfers, however go beyond those under the PDPO by requiring data exporters to enter 
into a legally binding agreement, comply with additional security and notification requirements 
and take substantive steps to prevent the onward transfer of data to third countries. In light of 
this, utilisation of the certification regime in its current form is likely to be limited to PRC-based 
data exporters with affiliates in Hong Kong – whereas Hong Kong-based data exporters with 
affiliates in the PRC will presumably eschew certification in favour of the less restrictive PDPO 
regime. In any event, the precise application of the regime proposed under the Draft GBA 
Guidelines remains to be seen, with details regarding the certification procedure and 
enforcement of the Draft GBA Guidelines yet to be published. 

On the enforcement front, the Hong Kong Office of the Privacy Commissioner for Personal Data 
(“PCPD”) published its report on 1 June 2023 concerning the investigation of Softmedia 
Technology Company Limited for alleged failures to take adequate security measures to protect 
personal data stored in a credit reference platform. The PCPD found that Softmedia had 
breached Data Protection Principles 4 (Security) and 2(2) (Retention) by allowing access to 
credit data to at least eight lenders without obtaining evidence of the complainant data subject’s 
authorisation to do so and by retaining more than 50,000 credit records of borrowers who had 
completed their repayments over five years prior.[74] The PCPD’s findings clarify that: 

• “personal data” includes pseudonymised data for the purposes the PDPO; 
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• Data Protection Principle 4 (Security) requires organisations to take active steps to 
secure personal data against unauthorised access where necessary (e.g., by restricting 
the frequency of access, requiring strong login passwords and/or imposing periodic 
password changes); and 

• Data Protection Principle 2(2) (Retention) places the onus on the controller and not data 
subjects to assess an appropriate data retention period (i.e., it was insufficient that 
Softmedia permitted data subjects to request removal of their credit from the platform 
from five years following repayment). 

In response to the breaches, the PCPD issued an enforcement notice requiring Softmedia to 
take remedial and preventative actions, including deleting credit data in respect of which more 
than five years had elapsed and formulating policies and measures to restrict access to the 
credit reference platform. 

F.   Japan 

2023 saw limited domestic activity with regard to data protection in Japan. 

In March, Japan’s Ministry of Internal Affairs and Communications sought public opinions on the 
revised draft of the Telecommunications Business Act. The draft changes to the law add 
guidelines to ensure the protection of personal information by telecommunications companies. 
Public consultation closed on 24 April 2023.[75] 

Despite this, various joint initiatives between Japan and foreign governments and data 
protection authorities were announced in the second half of the year: 

• On 17 October 2023, Japan’s Personal Information Protection Commission and the UK’s 
Information Commissioner’s Office announced the signing of a Memorandum of 
Understanding (“MoU”) focused on data protection.[76] The MoU provides that the 
respective authorities will share certain information regarding investigations. The 
authorities will not share personal information under the MoU (other than in exceptional 
cases). 

• On 28 October 2023, Japan and the EU concluded a deal on cross-border data flows at 
the EU-Japan High Level Economic Dialogue.[77] Once ratified, the agreed provisions 
will be included in the EU-Japan Economic Partnership Agreement. The deal will allow 
both parties to “handle data efficiently without cumbersome administrative or storage 
requirements, and provide them with a predictable legal environment”. An important 
element of the deal is the removal of requirements for companies to physically store their 
data locally. 

• On 14 November 2023, the Japan-U.S. Economic Policy Consultative Committee 
released a joint statement indicating their joint desire to continue collaborating to 
facilitate cross-border data flows and effective data and privacy protections globally.[78] 
In support of their efforts to do so, the two nations plan to coordinate bilaterally and 
multilaterally on outreach to partners to promote expansion of the Global Cross-Border 
Privacy Rules (CBPR) Forum. 
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G. New Zealand 

Following the recommendations of New Zealand’s Ministry of Justice in its 2022 consultation 
paper (summarised in the 2023 International Outlook and Review), the Government introduced 
a Privacy Amendment Bill into New Zealand Parliament in October 2023, proposing new 
notification requirements related to the indirect collection of personal data.[79] 

If the Bill is passed, organisations will need to take reasonable steps to ensure that data 
subjects are aware of certain details regarding the indirect collection of their personal data, 
including that their personal data has been collected, why it has been collected, who it will be 
shared with and what their rights are. Organisations must take these steps as soon as is 
reasonably practicable after the indirect collection of the relevant personal data, unless the 
individual has already been made aware of the required matters (e.g., by the entity which 
performed the direct collection). The Bill also provides for exemptions in certain circumstances – 
for example, where non-compliance would not prejudice the interests of the individual, 
compliance would prejudice the purposes of the collection or compliance would not be 
reasonably practicable in the circumstances. If passed, the changes in the Bill will be subject to 
a grace period and will not apply to personal data collected before 1 June 2025. The Bill 
nonetheless remains subject to public comment, as well as the various steps of the New 
Zealand legislative process. 

H.  Philippines 

On 7 November 2023, the National Privacy Commission (“NPC”) issued Advisory No. 2023-01 
(the “Advisory”), which provides further clarity on how personal information controllers (“PICs”) 
and personal information processors (“PIPs”) should avoid practices involving deceptive design 
patterns, which refer to “design techniques embedded on an analog or digital interface that aim 
to manipulate or deceive a data subject to perform a specific act”, in connection with the 
processing of personal data.[80] The Advisory reminds PICs and PIPs to abide by the principle 
of fairness, and to ensure that personal data is processed in a manner that is “neither 
manipulative nor unduly oppressive to a data subject”. 

The Advisory covers best practices concerning both Appearance-Based and Content-Based 
Deceptive Designs, and provides a non-exhaustive list of prevalent deceptive design patterns to 
avoid, including, among others, purposely complicating or muddling a data subject’s choices 
relating to the processing of personal data and the use of ambiguous language to nudge data 
subjects into making a choice that is detrimental or violative of their rights as a data subject. 

I.  Singapore 

On 18 July 2023, Singapore’s Personal Data Protection Commission (“PDPC”) published draft 
Advisory Guidelines on the use of Personal Data in AI Recommendation and Decision 
Systems.[81] The Guidelines aim to clarify how the Personal Data Protection Act 2012 (“PDPA”) 
applies to the collection and use of personal data by organisations in order to develop and 
deploy systems that embed machine learning (“ML”) models which are then used to make 
decisions autonomously or to assist a human decision-maker through recommendations and 
predictions (“AI Systems”). The Guidelines are advisory in nature and are not legally binding, 
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however provide a useful indication as to how the PDPC intends to interpret the PDPA in light of 
the increasingly important intersection between AI and data privacy. 

The Guidelines clarify that where organisations intend to use personal data to develop, test or 
monitor AI Systems, they may be able to rely on either the business improvement and/or 
research exemptions under the PDPA in place of obtaining data subjects’ consent. The 
Guidelines set out relevant considerations for organisations intending to rely on either 
exception, but clarify that in doing so, organisations must nonetheless adopt appropriate 
technical, process and/or legal controls for data protection as required by the PDPA. The 
Guidelines also recommend that organisations deploying AI Systems should ensure that they 
provide individuals with information on how their personal data is used in deployed AI Systems. 

In addition to the release of the Guidelines, enforcement decisions published by the PDPC in 
2023 generated important takeaways in the context of the PDPA, including that: 

• organisations should implement multi-factor authentication for admin accounts with 
access to confidential or sensitive personal data or large volumes of personal;[82] and 

• broad catch all obligations to comply with data protection standards may not be a 
sufficient administrative protection in the context of engaging third-party vendors and 
organisations may need to include specific obligations as relevant to the individual 
engagement.[83] 

Consistent with the global trend in uplifting online content and child safety regulations, 
Singapore’s Info-communications Media Development Authority (“IMDA”) released the final 
version of the Code of Practice for Online Safety on 17 July 2023.[84] The Code applies since 
18 July 2023 to designated social media services. The Code imposes specific obligations on 
these social media services with respect to user safety, user reporting/resolution and 
accountability. The maximum penalty for non-compliance with the Code is SGD 1 million, 
however, it remains to be seen how the IMDA will enforce its provisions in practice other than 
via the online safety reports that covered providers are required to submit on an annual basis. 

On 12 December 2023, the Cyber Security Agency of Singapore (“CSA”) announced a public 
consultation that ended on 15 January 2024 to seek views on its draft amendments to the 
Cybersecurity Act 2018, which is the legislative framework that governs the oversight and 
maintenance of national cybersecurity in Singapore.[85] Notably, these amendments extend the 
Commissioner of Cybersecurity’s oversight to include Foundational Digital Infrastructure (FDI) 
such as data centres, cloud computing providers and internet exchanges, and enhance its 
powers to authorise an onsite inspection to ascertain compliance. In addition, the CSA has 
sought to expand the scope of reportable incidents for providers to include incidents involving 
other computers or computer systems which are controlled by owners or providers of essential 
services, irrespective of whether such systems are interconnected to, or communicate with, 
critical information infrastructures. 

J.   South Korea 

Amendments and enforcement decrees to the Personal Information Protection Act (“PIPA”) 
came into force on 15 September 2023.[86]  The amendments are considered a major overhaul 
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in Korea’s data protection law, and will notably “streamline inconsistencies in data processing 
standards disparately applied to online and offline businesses” to help prepare the industry for a 
“full-fledged digital transformation”. 

Key amendments include the following: 

• Rights of Data Subjects – The Personal Information Protection Commission (“PIPC”) 
will implement more flexible data processing procedures where there is an urgent need 
to collect, use or provide personal data in order to protect data subjects from physical 
threats or to mitigate public health crises. Furthermore, privacy-related dispute resolution 
procedures have been revised to streamline the process of providing appropriate 
remedies to data subjects whose rights may have been infringed. Most notably, both 
public institutions and private companies are now mandated to participate in dispute 
resolution proceedings. 

• Regulations Governing Online and Offline Entities – The inconsistent standards 
which have been applied to online and offline businesses have been streamlined and 
are now subject to the same set of regulations, including (1) a reporting and notification 
timeline for data breaches, (2) a requirement to obtain consent from legal guardians for 
collection and use of personal data of children under 14 and (3) application of consistent 
criteria for imposing administrative sanctions. 

• Public Institutions Handling Large Data Sets – Data safety measures have been 
strengthened for operators of major public systems that handle large amounts of 
personal data of Korean citizens. Under the new measures, covered entities are required 
to: (1) conduct more robust analysis and inspection of access records, (2) designate a 
manager responsible for each system and (3) make notifications regarding incidents 
involving unauthorised access to personal data using public systems. 

• Cross-Border Data Transfers – The amendment addresses the conditions for cross-
border data transfers and the penalties for the associated transgressions. The transfer of 
personal data to other countries is permitted if (1) the destination country provides the 
same level of data protection as Korea or (2) the transfer is made to “certain certified 
companies”. Concerning the associated penalties, the amendment changes the basis for 
calculating the maximum penalty from “total revenue related to the violation” to “total 
revenue minus the amount of revenue incurred from activities not related to the 
violation”. This amendment was introduced to prevent penalties from becoming 
excessive and beyond the scope of the associated transgression. 

K.  Sri Lanka 

The Sri Lankan Government continued to take steps to implement the Personal Data Protection 
Act No. 9 of 2022 – announcing plans in September 2023 to establish a Data Protection 
Authority and to finalise additional cybersecurity legislation.[87] 

The Sri Lankan Government also commenced a unique identity card project in 2023, involving 
the collection of biographic and biometric information from citizens, including facial, iris and 
fingerprint data. According to Sri Lankan Government officials, the project is expected to store 
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the personal data of all individuals in a centralised system for the purpose of issuing 
identification cards. India has provided aid of 450 million Indian rupees to fund the project. 

L.  Thailand 

On 25 December 2023, Thailand’s Personal Data Protection Committee (the “PDPC”) published 
two notifications, the Adequacy Country Notification and the Appropriate Safeguard Notification, 
which regulate cross-border transfers of personal data under Sections 28 and 29 of the 
Thailand’s Personal Data Protection Act (the “PDPA”).[88] The notifications are expected to 
take effect on 24 March 2024. 

• The Adequacy Country Notification establishes the rules for determining whether a 
destination country or other international organisation meets the minimum requirements 
for cross-border transfers. The assessment involves (1) assessment of the destination 
country’s legal safeguards against the PDPA, including in areas such as security, data 
subject rights and legal remedies, and (2) confirmation that a competent and 
independent regulatory body has been established in the destination country that is 
capable of enforcing relevant data protection laws. The PDPC also has the power to 
establish a whitelist of approved destination countries and retains the power to 
determine the adequacy of a destination country as a data transfer recipient. 

• The Appropriate Safeguard Notification serves as an exception to the Adequacy Country 
Notification, and allows for data transfers through Binding Corporate Rules (“BCRs”) in 
instances where the transferee is affiliated with the transferor. A covered entity must 
obtain the approval of PDPC to the terms of BCRs prior to adopting them. In instances 
where: (1) a destination country or other international organisation does not meet the 
minimum requirements for receiving personal data transfers; and (2) BCRs cannot be 
adopted, the Appropriate Safeguard Notification mandates the implementation of other 
safeguards before initiating any cross-border personal data transfers, such as by 
entering into standard contractual clauses. 

On the enforcement front, multiple decisions by the Expert Committee (formed under the PDPA) 
in October and November 2023 indicate that the authority is likely to take a more proactive 
approach to enforcement going forward. The de facto grace period that followed the PDPA 
taking effect on 1 June 2022 now appears to be over and the Expert Committee may consider 
utilising its enforcement powers to impose administrative fines and penalties for non-
compliance. 

M.  Vietnam 

As explained in the 2023 International Outlook and Review, the Vietnamese data protection 
framework has historically been fragmented across various different laws. In order to 
consolidate the obligations of covered entities into a single omnibus law, the Vietnamese 
Government issued the Decree on Personal Data Protection (“PDPD”) as Decree No. 
13/2023/ND-CP on 17 April 2023.[89]  Notably, the PDPD will not replace but continue to exist 
concurrently with other existing laws. 
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Key features of the PDPD include the following. 

• Scope of the Law – The PDPD applies to Vietnamese individuals and organisations 
(including those operating offshore) and also to foreign entities operating in Vietnam, or 
directly engaging in or relating to personal data processing activities in Vietnam. 

• Classification of Personal Data – The PDPD classifies personal data into two groups 
of “basic personal data” and “sensitive personal data”. The list of sensitive personal data 
is broad and non-exhaustive, including any personal data associated with an individual’s 
privacy that, when infringed, directly affects their rights and interests. 

• Classification of Processing Entities – As implied under the draft Cybersecurity 
Administrative Sanctions Decree, the PDPD recognises the concepts of “personal data 
controller” and “personal data processor” which are broadly consistent with the 
equivalent terms under the GDPR. It also introduces the concept of “personal data 
controlling and processing entity” (which has the functions of both a controller and the 
processor). 

• Processing Principles – The PDPD introduces eight principles for the processing of 
personal data: lawfulness, transparency, purpose limitation, data minimisation, accuracy, 
integrity, confidentiality and security, storage limitation and accountability. While these 
principles are also enshrined in the GDPR, the PDPD departs from the EU model insofar 
as it does not recognise the principle of “legitimate interests”. 

• Consent – The PDPD adopts a consent-centric approach, requiring controllers to obtain 
consent to data subjects and to notify the data subject about the purpose, nature and 
scope of processing. A data subject must express their consent clearly and specifically 
in writing, by voice, by ticking a consent box, by text message, by selecting consent 
technical settings, or via another action which demonstrates the same. Processing of 
personal data without consent is nonetheless permissible in certain limited 
circumstances (e.g., where necessary to protect the life or health of the data subject, in 
accordance with law or to fulfil the contractual obligations of the data subject). 

• Cross-Border Data Transfers – The PDPD imposes new requirements for cross-border 
data transfers, including that the transferor must create a Dossier of Impact Assessment 
for the Cross-Border Transfer of Personal Data (“TIA Dossier”) before transferring 
personal data out of Vietnam. The TIA Dossier must contain the information prescribed 
by the PDPD and be made available at all times for the inspection and evaluation by the 
authority. In addition, the transferor must submit one original copy of the TIA Dossier to 
the Department of Cybersecurity and Hi-Tech Crime Prevention (“A05”), an authority 
under the Ministry of Public Security of Vietnam (“MPS”) within 60 days from the date of 
the personal data processing. Notably, the MPS has the power to halt cross-border data 
transfers if (i) the data is used for activities that violate the interests and national security 
of Vietnam; (ii) the transferor fails to complete or update the TIA Dossier; or (iii) the 
personal data of Vietnamese citizens is disclosed or lost. 
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• Rights of Data Subjects – Eleven rights of the data subject are enshrined in the PDPD, 
including (i) the right to be informed, (ii) the right to consent, (iii) the right to access, (iv) 
the right to withdraw consent, (v) the right to delete data, (vi) the right to restrict data 
processing, (vii) the right to data provision, (viii) the right to object to data processing, (ix) 
the right to complain and denounce and/or initiate lawsuits, (x) the right to claim 
compensation for damages and (xi) the right to self-defence. Responses to requests for 
the exercise of the rights set out in (iii), (v), (vi), (vii) and (viii) are subject to a 72-hour 
deadline. 

The PDPD took effect on 1 July 2023 without any grace period (other than a two-year grace 
period for the appointment of a data protection officer or department by small- and medium-
sized enterprises). While it is uncertain whether the authorities will enforce the PDP’s 
requirements during the unavoidable transitional period following its implementation, covered 
entities should nonetheless begin preparing plans for compliance. 

In this regard, the Vietnamese Government established the National Portal on Personal Data 
Protection, allowing entities to take streamlined measures for compliance with the new law, 
including online submission of data protection impact assessments and data breach 
notifications.[90] 

V.  Developments in Africa 

A.  Kenya 

Following a petition to introduce a Bill on Robotics and AI on 29 November 2023, politicians and 
stakeholders are currently debating AI regulation in Kenya. The Bill foresees the creation of a 
professional regulating body overseeing the activities of AI practitioners and imposing license 
fees for those working in the sector, whilst guaranteeing government funding for AI research 
and development.[91] 

B.  Nigeria  

On 14 June 2023, the Nigerian Data Protection Bill 2023 (available here) entered into force. It 
sets out general principles for the processing of personal information, including the processing 
of sensitive information, controller obligations, such as breach notifications, Data Protection 
Impact Assessments and the appointment of a data protection officer (“DPO”). Furthermore, the 
Bill imposes restrictions on cross-border transfer of personal information and establishes data 
subject rights, namely, the right to object, withdraw consent, data portability and the right not to 
be subject to a decision based solely on the automated processing of personal data. 

On 15 December 2023, the National Data Protection Bureau (“NDPB”) issued a code of conduct 
for data protection compliance organisations (“DPCO”). In particular, the code outlines 
registration requirements for DPCOs, personal and professional requirements of their DPOs.[92] 

C.  Tanzania 

On 1 May 2023, the Personal Data Protection Act 2022 entered into force.[93] Complementing 
that, the Ministry of Information, Communication and Information Technology published 

https://www.dataguidance.com/legal-research/nigerian-data-protection-act-2023
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Regulations on the collection and processing of personal data and a complaints handling 
procedure.[94] 

D.  Other African Jurisdictions  

After its adoption by the African Union (“AU”) in 2014, the African Union Convention on Cyber 
Security and Personal Data Protection (also known as “Malabo Convention”) came into effect 
on 8 June 2023, after Mauritania was the 15th country to ratify it on 9 May 2023. To date, 15 of 
the AU’s 55 countries have signed and ratified the treaty, and 12 more have already signed 
it.[95] 

In Algeria, the Law Relating to the Protection of Individuals in the Processing of Personal Data 
came into force on 11 August 2023, applying to the processing of personal data by public 
bodies or private individuals.[96] 

In Malawi, the Parliament introduced Bill No. 22 for the Data Protection Act, 2023 on 7 
December 2023, aiming to provide a comprehensive legal framework for the regulation of 
personal data.[97] 

VI.  Other Developments in the Middle East 

A.  Israel  

Following last year’s review, Israeli privacy protection regulations on data transfers from the 
European Economic Area were published in their final form on 7 May 2023.[98] Furthermore, a 
corresponding Q&A has been issued.[99] 

The Privacy Protection Authority (“PPA”) published a guidance paper on Internet of Things 
(“IoT”) products and smart homes. It requires companies to secure their databases in 
accordance with the requirements of the Protection of Privacy Regulations (Data Security) 
5777-2017 (“Data Security Regulations”).[100] 

Jointly, the Ministry of Innovation, Science, and Technology, the Office of Legal Counsel and 
Legislative Affairs at the Ministry of Justice published Israel’s recent policy on Artificial 
Intelligence Regulations and Ethics 2023, aiming to foster responsible innovation in the private 
sector.[101] 

B.  Saudi Arabia 

The Council of Ministers approved amendments to the data protection law, previously 
introduced by the Saudi Data and Artificial Intelligence Authority (“SDAIA”). These include the 
right to data portability, legitimate interests as a legal basis for processing in some particular 
circumstances, permitting the processing of personal data for marketing purposes where a clear 
mechanism is provided to allow the target recipients to request the cessation of the processing, 
permitting data transfers outside Saudi in specific circumstances and in accordance with certain 
conditions; and a requirement to keep records of the operations performed on personal data 
and set rules to restrict access to such data.[102] 
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On 14 September 2023, the Personal Data Protection Law (“PDPL”), the Regulations on 
Personal Data Transfers and several implementing regulations entered into force. Compliance 
will be mandatory one year later.[103] 

On the same day, the SDAIA published their Artificial Intelligence Ethics Framework 2.0, 
focusing on helping companies develop responsible AI-based solutions and limiting negative 
implications of AI systems, while encouraging innovation.[104] 

On 27 November 2023, the SDAIA announced the launch of various initiatives, including the 
National Data Governance Platform, serving to register entities falling under the scope of the 
PDPL.[105] 

On 20 December 2023, the SDAIA announced the publication of a guide on generative AI in an 
effort to raise the level of awareness about the importance of AI technologies.[106] 

C.  Other Middle East Jurisdictions  

In several countries, various laws on digital regulation and data protection have been published, 
entered into force or are under review: 

• On 15 November 2023, the Abu Dhabi Global Market (“ADGM”) Office of Data 
Protection (“ODP”) issued and adopted an Addendum to the European Commission’s 
Standard Contractual Clauses (“EU SCCs”) for personal data transfers.[107] Companies 
who had already implemented the EU SCCs shall be able to use the Addendum as a 
data transfer mechanism to comply with the ADGM Data Protection Regulations 2021. In 
addition, the ODP also issued guidelines to support businesses in implementing the 
Addendum to their existing EU SCCs.[108] 

• Dubai International Financial Centre’s (“DIFC”) Regulation 10 on Processing Personal 
Data Through Autonomous and Semi-Autonomous Systems (amending the Data 
Protection Regulations 2020) entered into force on the date of its publication on 1 
September 2023.[109] Additional guidance has been updated accordingly.[110] 

• Jordan finalised and published its Personal Data Protection Law in its Official Gazette on 
17 September 2023. The law will enter into force six months after its publication.[111] 

• In Oman, the Data protection law entered into force on 13 February 2023, one year after 
its publication in the Official Gazette.[112] 

• The Qatar Financial Centre (“QFC”) issued a third version of the QFC Data Protection 
Rules on 10 December 2023.[113] Although broadly similar to the previous rules, the 
introduction of new requirements for the use of Corporate Rules for transfers of personal 
data outside the QFC constitutes a key change. 
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VII.  Developments in Latin America and in the Caribbean Area 

A.  Argentina 

On 5 April 2023, the Argentinian data protection authority (“AAIP”) published its 2022 
management report, including a new Personal Data Protection Bill, largely in line with the draft 
bill released in November 2022. On 30 June 2023, the draft has been passed to Congress, 
where it may be subject to further changes.[114] Upon passing, according to the current draft, 
its provisions will enter into force 180 days after its publication in the Official Gazette, except for 
the section on administrative sanctions, which will enter into force once it has been published. 

On 17 April 2023, the AAIP deposited the instruments of ratification of the Protocol amending 
the Convention for the Protection of Individuals with regard to Automatic Processing of Personal 
Data (also known as “Convention 108+”), strengthening individual data protection.[115] 

On 26 September 2023, it was announced that the Uruguayan data protection authority had 
signed a cooperation agreement with the AAIP, including an exchange of investigation results. 
Furthermore, the agreement is aimed at coordinating strategies and activities to strengthen data 
protection in Uruguay and Argentina. Additionally, the agreement shall facilitate collaboration in 
various areas such as the preparation of recommendations, guides and other documents.[116] 

On 18 October 2023, the AAIP published approved Standard Contractual Clauses (“SCCs”) for 
international data transfers, as proposed by the Ibero-American Network for the Protection of 
Personal Data (“RIPD”). These clauses are part of a guide for the implementation of model 
contractual clauses for the international transfer of personal data, facilitating the transfer of 
personal data from countries that are members of the RIPD to other jurisdictions.[117] 

B.  Brazil 

1.  AI Act (Brazil) 

In December 2022, the Brazilian Senate’s Commission of Jurists approved a draft for the 
Brazilian AI Act, which was converted into Bill No. 2338/2023 in the beginning of 2023. The 
Brazil’s draft relies on a risk-based approach and has several points of interaction with the 
Brazilian General Data Protection Law (“LGPD”). Besides, it foresees specific rights to people 
affected by AI systems, including the right to be informed about interactions with AI systems, the 
right to contest decisions, the right to human participation and the right to explanation. If 
approved, the Brazilian AI Act will define sanctions for non-compliance with the law, such as a 
simple fine of up to BRL 50,000,000 (approx. USD 1 million) per violation – for private legal 
entities, of up to 2% of the total revenue its group or conglomerate in Brazil obtained in the 
previous fiscal year (excluding taxes) – as well as the temporary or permanent suspension 
(partial or total) of the development, supply or operation of AI systems, and a prohibition on 
processing related databases.[118] 

For any regulatory and enforcement matters the National Data Protection Authority (“ANPD”) 
has already positioned itself offering to act as the key authority. On 3 October 2023, the ANPD 
also published a call for contributions on its regulatory sandbox pilot program, consisting of a 
controlled environment to test technologies associated with AI developed by participants. 
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Currently, the draft is being processed in the Federal Senate in an internal committee to resolve 
open questions.[119] Besides national efforts to regulate AI, the states Ceará in 2021 and 
Alagoas in November 2023 already passed first laws regulating AI.[120] 

2.  Other Developments in Brazil 

On 27 February 2023, the ANPD published its finalised resolution on the application of the 
administrative sanctioning system for violations of personal data law. It comprises a multi-
layered system including warnings, simple fines, daily fines, the blocking and/or deletion of 
personal data relating to the offence, as well as partial or total bans on activities related to data 
processing. It also provides a tiered classification system and outlines various criteria and 
parameters that will be considered when imposing sanctions.[121] 

Throughout the year, the ANPD issued various clarifications on debated topics, including inter 
alia: 

• The clarification that the LGPD only applies to the processing of personal data of living 
natural persons and that data relating to a deceased person does not constitute personal 
data and is therefore not subject to the LGPD’s protection; and[122] 

• Open questions on DPO compliance and performance under LGPD. The requirements 
associated with conducting Data Protection Impact Assessments (“DPIA”) were 
addressed too.[123] 

C.  Chile 

Chile’s regulation on the protection of privacy and personal data is currently under a lengthy 
reformation process, drawing inspiration from the EU GDPR. In 2023, the proposed new bill has 
been passed to the Senate, where it is now subject to further discussion. To date, the proposal 
has been referred to a Joint Committee at the beginning of January 2024 to resolve 
disagreement between the two Chambers over articles.[124] 

D.  Colombia  

On 6 July 2023, the Colombian data protection authority (“SIC”) announced its decision to fine a 
company COP 1,306,289,600 (approx. USD 336,000), which is the highest fine relating to the 
violation of data protection laws to date.[125] The SIC furthermore issued a corrective order for 
violation of general provisions protecting personal data. The fine was based on a failure to 
implement adequate and sufficient measures to obtain referral telephone numbers from its 
customers via a marketing campaign with prior, express and informed consent of the data 
subjects. 

On 4 August 2023, the SIC also published its Official Guide to Personal Data Protection.[126] 

On 31 August 2023, the Chamber of Representatives of Colombia initiated the legislative 
process to adopt a general regime for the protection of personal data (“Bill 156/2023C”). It shall 
further cover the protection of fundamental rights, including the fundamental right of personal 
data protection, under the terms described in Article 15 and Article 20 of the Colombian 
Constitution.[127] 
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E.  Mexico  

On 7 February 2023, the National Institute for Access to Information and Protection of Personal 
Data (“INAI”) published its interpretation criteria for personal data law.[128] 

In the course of the publication of its 2024 budget, the INAI also published plans to review and 
amend the Federal Law on Protection of Personal Data Held by Private Parties in light of the 
recent developments in generative AI.[129] 

F.   Paraguay 

On 29 August 2023, the Chamber of Deputies of Paraguay announced that the Commission of 
Industry, Commerce, Tourism, and Cooperativism issued a favourable opinion on the bill on the 
Protection of Personal Data of the Republic of Paraguay, which was presented first in 
2021.[130] 

G. Peru 

The Ministry of Justice and Human Rights is currently conducting a review of the regulations of 
the law on transparency and access to public information, aiming to optimise the current 
regulation and integrate improvements to the procedure for access to information, as a 
comprehensive review of current regulations is deemed necessary.[131] Furthermore, it 
announced a draft for Law No. 29733 on Personal Data Protection. In particular, the draft aims 
to raise the regulatory standards for the protection of personal data compared to the previous 
regulations.[132] 

H.  Uruguay 

On 21 November 2023, the Uruguayan data protection authority (“URCDP”) published a 
favourable Adequacy Resolution No. 63/2023 on data protection for cross-border data transfers 
with South Korea and entities under the EU-U.S. Data Privacy Framework [133] . The adequacy 
decision from the URCDP followed similar decisions by the European Commission on data 
transfers between South Korea and the EU-U.S. Data Privacy Framework. 

VIII.  Developments in Other Latin American and Caribbean Jurisdictions 

A.  Bermuda 

Following an announcement of the Bermuda Office of the Privacy Commissioner (“PrivCom”) in 
June 2023, the Personal Information Protection Act 2016 (“PIPA”) will be officially implemented 
on 1 January 2025. Entities operating in Bermuda were therefore given 18 months to prepare 
for the full implementation of PIPA.[134] 

To strengthen its resources, PrivCom announced on 24 February 2023, that it had entered into 
international enforcement cooperation agreements with the Global Privacy Enforcement 
Network and the Global Privacy Assembly’s Enforcement Cooperation Arrangement.[135] 
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B.  Bolivia 

The general regulation of data protection is currently subject of a fierce debate in Bolivia, which 
is currently lacking a comprehensive legal framework on this topic. In this debate, on 31 March 
2023, the Agency of Electronic Government and Information and Communication Technologies 
presented a new data protection bill to the Bolivian Senate, seeking to introduce, inter alia, a 
new data protection agency.[136] Separately, a motion for the reintroduction in the Legislative 
Assembly of bill No. 349/2020-2021 for the protection of personal data was filed, on 3 March 
2023.[137] 

C.  Costa Rica 

On 10 November 2023, the Ministry of Science, Technology and Telecommunications has 
published its national cybersecurity strategy.[138] 

D.  Grenada 

On 10 May 2023, the Grenada Data Protection Act, No. 1 of 2023 has been published in the 
Official Gazette. It covers, inter alia, the protection of personal data processed by public and 
private bodies, provides legal bases for processing personal data and sensitive personal data, 
as well as data protection principles and data subject rights and a penalty system.[139] 

E.  Guatemala  

On 28 April 2023, the President of the Transparency and Probity Commission issued their 
opinion on Bill No. 6105 of 23 June 2022, for the Approval of the Personal Data Protection Law. 
Following that, the bill has been returned to Congress and is now subject to further 
discussions.[140] 

F.   Guyana  

On 16 August 2023, the Data Protection Act No.18 of 2023 has been published in the Official 
Gazette of Guyana and received Presidential assent.[141] 

G. Jamaica  

After the Jamaican Data Protection Act entered into force on 1 December 2023, the Information 
Commissioner granted controllers a six-month grace period for registration under the Data 
Protection Act.[142] 

__________ 
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[47] See https://www.edoeb.admin.ch/edoeb/en/home/meldeportale.html. 

[48] See 
https://www.edoeb.admin.ch/edoeb/de/home/kurzmeldungen/2023/20230404_chatgpt.html. 

[49] See https://ico.org.uk/for-organisations/uk-gdpr-guidance-and-resources/artificial-
intelligence/guidance-on-ai-and-data-protection/ai-and-data-protection-risk-toolkit/. 

[50] See https://ico.org.uk/for-organisations/uk-gdpr-guidance-and-resources/artificial-
intelligence/toolkit-for-organisations-considering-using-data-analytics/. 

[51] https://www.ag.gov.au/sites/default/files/2023-02/privacy-act-review-report_0.pdf. 
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[54] https://www.homeaffairs.gov.au/help-and-support/how-to-engage-us/consultations/cyber-
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[55] http://www.cac.gov.cn/2023-02/24/c_1678884830036813.htm (in Chinese only). 

[56] http://www.cac.gov.cn/2023-02/24/c_1678884831596384.htm (in Chinese only). 
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[57] http://www.cac.gov.cn/2023-05/30/c_1687090906222927.htm (in Chinese only). 

[58] http://www.cac.gov.cn/2023-08/03/c_1692628348448092.htm (in Chinese only). 

[59] http://www.cac.gov.cn/2023-09/28/c_1697558914242877.htm (in Chinese only). 

[60] https://www.tc260.org.cn/upload/2023-11-01/1698813097992054356.pdf (in Chinese only). 

[61] 
https://www.meity.gov.in/writereaddata/files/Digital%20Personal%20Data%20Protection%20Act
%202023.pdf. 

[62] See section 3, DPDP Act. 

[63] See section 17(1)(d), DPDP Act. 

[64] See section 9, DPDP Act. 

[65] See sections 4-6, DPDP Act. 

[66] See section 7, DPDP Act. 

[67] See Chapter II, DPDP Act. 

[68] See section 10, DPDP Act. 

[69] See section 16, DPDP Act. 

[70] See section 33 and Schedule, DPDP Act. 

[71] https://pdp.id/rpp-ppdp/1 (in Bahasa only). 

[72] https://www.info.gov.hk/gia/general/202306/30/P2023063000219.htm. 

[73] https://www.tc260.org.cn/upload/2023-11-01/1698813097992054356.pdf (in Chinese only). 

[74] 
https://www.pcpd.org.hk/english/enforcement/commissioners_findings/files/r23_21242_e.pdf. 

[75] https://www.soumu.go.jp/menu_news/s-news/01kiban18_01000188.html (in Japanese 
only). 

[76] https://www.ppc.go.jp/files/pdf/ico_moc.pdf. 

[77] https://ec.europa.eu/commission/presscorner/detail/en/ip_23_5378. 

[78] https://www.commerce.gov/news/press-releases/2023/11/joint-statement-japan-us-
economic-policy-consultative-committee. 
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[79] https://www.justice.govt.nz/assets/Documents/Publications/Privacy-Amendment-Bill-2023-
Approval-for-introduction_FINAL.pdf. 

[80] https://privacy.gov.ph/wp-content/uploads/2023/11/NPC-Advisory-No.-2023-01-Guidelines-
on-Deceptive-Design-Patterns_7Nov23.pdf. 

[81] https://www.pdpc.gov.sg/-/media/Files/PDPC/PDF-Files/Legislation-and-Guidelines/Public-
Consult-on-Proposed-AG-on-Use-of-PD-in-AI-Recommendation-and-Systems-2023-07-18-
Draft-Advisory-Guidelines.pdf. 

[82] In the matter of an investigation under section 50(1) of the Personal Data Protection Act 
2012 and Tokyo Century Leasing (Singapore) Pte. Ltd. [2023] SGPDPC 9 
(https://www.pdpc.gov.sg/-/media/Files/PDPC/PDF-Files/Commissions-
Decisions/GD_Tokyo_Century_Leasing_040923.pdf). 

[83] In the matter of an investigation under section 50(1) of the Personal Data Protection Act 
2012 and Ascentis Pte. Ltd. [2023] SGPDPC 10 (see https://www.pdpc.gov.sg/-
/media/Files/PDPC/PDF-Files/Commissions-Decisions/GD_Ascentis_12092023.pdf). 

[84] https://www.imda.gov.sg/resources/press-releases-factsheets-and-speeches/press-
releases/2023/imdas-online-safety-code-comes-into-effect. 

[85] https://www.reach.gov.sg/docs/default-source/participate/public-consultation/cyber-security-
agency-of-singapore-(csa)/public-consultations-paper---cybersecurity-amendment-bill.pdf. 

[86] See 
https://www.pipc.go.kr/eng/user/ltn/new/noticeDetail.do?bbsId=BBSMSTR_000000000001&nttI
d=2331. 

[87] https://economynext.com/sri-lanka-says-measures-taken-to-ensure-digital-security-of-
indian-funded-unique-id-project-130540/. 

[88] See https://www.dataprotectionreport.com/2024/01/thailand-the-regulation-with-respect-to-
cross-border-transfer-of-personal-data/. 

[89] https://www.dataguidance.com/news/vietnam-decree-protection-personal-data-enters-force; 
https://thuvienphapluat.vn/van-ban/EN/Cong-nghe-thong-tin/Decree-No-13-2023-ND-CP-dated-
April-17-2023-on-protection-of-personal-data/564343/tieng-anh.aspx. 

[90] https://rouse.com/insights/news/2023/vietnam-government-launches-national-portal-on-
personal-data-
protection#:~:text=Vietnam%3A%20Government%20Launches%20National%20Portal%20on%
20Personal%20Data%20Protection,-
Published%20on%2018&text=In%20line%20with%20Article%2029.2,vn%2F%20(PDP%20Port
al). 

[91] See here (press release) or here (bill proposal). 

[92] See here. 
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[93] See here (Swahili). 

[94] See here and here (Swahili). 

[95] See here for full text and status list. 

[96] See here. 

[97] See draft here. 

[98] See here, in Hebrew and English. 

[99] See here (Hebrew). 

[100] See here (Hebrew). 

[101] See here. 

[102] See previous proposals here. 

[103] See here for PDPL; here for the Implementing Regulation; here (Arabic) for the 
Regulations on Transferring Personal Data. 

[104] See here. 

[105] See here (press release, Arabic). 

[106] See here (Arabic). 

[107] See here. 

[108] See here. 

[109] See here (press release). 

[110] See here, for example the updated DIFC EDMRI Guidance - December 2023. 

[111] See here (Arabic). 

[112] See here (Arabic). 

[113] See here. 

[114] See here. 

[115] See here (press release). 

[116] See here (Spanish). 

https://www.parliament.go.tz/polis/uploads/bills/acts/1674563159-Act%20No.%2011%20SHERIA%20YA%20ULINZI%20WA%20TAARIFA%20BINAFSI,%202022.pdf
https://www.mawasiliano.go.tz/uploads/documents/sw-1687500427-KANUNI%20ZA%20UKUSANYAJI%20NA%20UCHAKATAJI%20WA%20TAARIFA%20BINAFSI%20ZA%20MWAKA%202023.pdf
https://www.dataguidance.com/sites/default/files/complaints_handling_procedure_regulations.pdf
https://au.int/en/treaties/african-union-convention-cyber-security-and-personal-data-protection
https://anpdp.dz/wp-content/uploads/2023/01/2.1-Loi-N%C2%B018-07-2.pdf
https://parliament.gov.mw/uploads/doc_bills/doc_bills_87718172-12d2-4a15-a397-9ec52ec079b81701965503149.pdf
https://rfa.justice.gov.il/SearchPredefinedApi/Documents/CNIXszHOFRZH9yY533FQUoY3Py+bvL8MErkJwY8Sk6c=
https://www.gov.il/BlobFolder/legalinfo/datatransferredisrael2023/en/Privacy%20Protection%20Regulations%20(Instructions%20for%20Data%20that%20was%20transferred%20to%20Israel%20from%20the%20European%20Economic%20Area).pdf
https://www.gov.il/he/Departments/Guides/europe_transfer?chapterIndex=12&utm_source=go.gov.il&utm_medium=referral
https://www.gov.il/BlobFolder/reports/advertising1-15-11/he/privacy-home-iot.pdf
https://www.gov.il/BlobFolder/policy/ai_2023/en/Israels%20AI%20Policy%202023.pdf
https://istitlaa.ncc.gov.sa/en/transportation/ndmo/pdpl22/Documents/Personal%20Data%20Protection%20Law%20-%20SUGGESTED%20AMENDMENTS.pdf
https://sdaia.gov.sa/en/SDAIA/about/Documents/Personal%20Data%20English%20V2-23April2023-%20Reviewed-.pdf
https://sdaia.gov.sa/en/SDAIA/about/Documents/ImplementingRegulation.pdf
https://uqn.gov.sa/details?p=23597
https://sdaia.gov.sa/en/SDAIA/about/Documents/ai-principles.pdf
https://sdaia.gov.sa/ar/MediaCenter/News/Pages/NewsDetails.aspx?NewsID=235
https://sdaia.gov.sa/ar/MediaCenter/KnowledgeCenter/ResearchLibrary/Generative-AI.pdf
https://www.adgm.com/documents/office-of-data-protection/guidance/adgm---data-transfer-addendum-to-the-eu-scc-pdf.pdf
https://www.adgm.com/documents/office-of-data-protection/guidance/guidance-note-to-the-addendum-to-the-eu-commission-sccs.pdf
https://www.difc.ae/whats-on/news/difc-enacts-amended-data-protection-regulations
https://www.difc.ae/business/registrars-and-commissioners/commissioner-of-data-protection/guidance#s19
https://doc.pm.gov.jo/DocuWare/PlatformRO/WebClient/Client/Document?did=58920&fc=7e6f119f-71f4-4ed3-8023-b6a6db8bcb15&orgId=1&_auth=304162762885D3AF349BD40900CD6BDD8E3A6C2E27AFDBC269F430BB5BE0E66EDB7D342CC0D443AE5FA5413873BB16D608CC4FEC6E6F1D42B1D51559A64558FDF265BB61560352BE416B6AE048D76276AD1A240F937594951F41D71CF399E69A798A7E2842E9EFCC35A090A979D837CBA3B8FEAF2A519AE998CB38F8DF40AED089A91D8DDA2DB78FFBD7C8888AC00DB813876393DD17542D69A9A306AA4960DF6D60F063B3B0C9C3DEF486DC72712FE9F7259F4505807F968894150D9632FDF7594D358E0A31AC73DDECB18D485839D5CEBF8F8F68D52497E96E110FB4C9482554C8E20A256BD62F40DDB16A7BDEA176
https://mjla.gov.om/Download.aspx?Path=royal/6-2022.pdf
https://qfcra-en.thomsonreuters.com/sites/default/files/net_file_store/QFCRA_13239_VER3.pdf
https://www.argentina.gob.ar/sites/default/files/mensajeyproyecto_leypdp2023.pdf
https://www.coe.int/en/web/human-rights-rule-of-law/-/argentina-ratifies-convention-108-during-the-privacy-symposium
https://www.gub.uy/unidad-reguladora-control-datos-personales/sites/unidad-reguladora-control-datos-personales/files/documentos/noticias/Acuerdo%20de%20colaboraci%C3%B3n%20interinstitucional%20entre%20URCDP%20y%20AAIP.pdf
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[117] See here (Resolution, Spanish). 

[118] For draft, see here (Portuguese). 

[119] See here, for the status of the legislative progress (Portuguese). 

[120] Lei 607/2023 (Alagoas) available here; Lei Nº 17.611, 11 de Agosto de 2021(Cearà) 
available here (Portuguese). 

[121] See here (Portuguese). 

[122] See here (Technical Note, Portuguese). 

[123] See here (press release). 

[124] See here (Spanish). 

[125] See here (press release, Spanish). 

[126] See here (Spanish). 

[127] See here, available for download here (Spanish). 

[128] Available for download here (Spanish). 

[129] See here (Spanish). 

[130] For legislative status, see here (Spanish). 

[131] See here (Spanish). 

[132] See here (Spanish). 

[133] See here (Spanish). 

[134] See here. 

[135] See here. 

[136] See here (press release, Spanish). 

[137] See here (Spanish). 

[138] See here. 

[139] Available for download here. 

[140] See here. 

https://www.boletinoficial.gob.ar/detalleAviso/primera/296189/20231018
https://legis.senado.leg.br/sdleg-getter/documento?dm=9347622&ts=1683827933990&disposition=inline&_gl=1*gdi95o*_ga*ODMxNzgxMDUzLjE2ODAxMDM2NTc.*_ga_CW3ZH25XMK*MTY4NDI1MDY2OS4xLjAuMTY4NDI1MDY2OS4wLjAuMA..
https://www25.senado.leg.br/web/atividade/materias/-/materia/157233?_gl=1*cqpafr*_ga*NzcyNDkwNDc3LjE2NTc2MzI1OTk.*_ga_CW3ZH25XMK*MTY4NDI0NDk5Mi4xMS4xLjE2ODQyNDU0NTcuMC4wLjA.
https://sapl.al.al.leg.br/materia/11186
https://leisestaduais.com.br/ce/lei-ordinaria-n-17611-2021-ceara-estabelece-responsabilidades-e-diretrizes-para-sistemas-de-inteligencia-artificial-no-ambito-do-estado-do-ceara
https://www.gov.br/anpd/pt-br/assuntos/noticias/anpd-publica-regulamento-de-dosimetria/Resolucaon4CDANPD24.02.2023.pdf
https://www.gov.br/anpd/pt-br/assuntos/noticias/NotaTecnica3CGF.ANPD.pdf
https://www.gov.br/anpd/pt-br/assuntos/noticias/anpd-esclarece-duvidas-sobre-a-atuacao-do-encarregado-e-a-emissao-de-selos-de-conformidade-com-a-lgpd
https://www.camara.cl/legislacion/ProyectosDeLey/tramitacion.aspx?prmID=11661&prmBoletin=11144-07
https://www.sic.gov.co/slider/superindustria-impone-la-sanci%C3%B3n-mas-alta-por-el-indebido-tratamiento-de-datos-personales-claro-por-su-campana-amigos-que-te-premian
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[142] See here (press release). 
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